
Halakha

Washing Dishes on Shabbath
The Shul¥an 'Arukh writes that cutlery,

crockery and the like may be washed on
Shabbath, provided that they will be needed
for that Shabbath, such as when there are
other S'euddoth (Shabbath meals) remaining.
However, after Se'uddah Shelishith (the third
Shabbat meal which is eaten after Min¥a), they
may not be washed.

This implies that one may wash utensils
after the Friday night meal for the Shabbath
morning meal, or even for Se'uddah Shelishith,
if they are needed. In addition, even if one
requires only one cup, he may wash several
since each of the ones washed would be fit to
be used. However, if one has other clean
utensils that could be used it is good to use the
clean ones and not wash the dirty dishes on
Shabbath because of the effort it requires.

The reason why we may not wash
dishes and the like after Se'uddah Shelishith is
because one does not normally eat after this,
but if someone wishes to eat more, or guests
are expected, then it is permitted.

(See Shul¥an ‘Arukh, 323: 6. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid, Oth 39-42)

Ethics of the Fathers

Pirqe Aboth 4: a Necklace Missing Some
Precious Stones

Ben 'Azzai says you should run to perform a smaller
commandment, just as you would run to do a major one.

As we know, we are created with 248 (Rama"¥) limbs
in the body, which correspond to the 248 Mi£woth 'Aseh
(positive commandments), and 365  (Shasa"h) sinews which
correspond to the 365 Lo Tha'aseh (negative
commandments). It says in ¡asdei Aboth, that all of the limbs
of the body are surrounded by the one skin that is around
them.

When the Ye£er Hara' (evil inclination) comes to us
and tells us that we don't have to keep all of the Mi£woth, but
can skip a few here and there, we should not listen to him.
Rather, we should consider all the commandments to be like
one big necklace that has beautiful stones on it, and are
connected by one string. If a few of the precious stones are
missing, the effect of the entire necklace is lost. The owner
does not only feel the loss of the individual stones, but rather,
feels bad that the entire necklace is not of the same value any
more.

That is why Haqqadosh Barukh Hu, the Holy One
Blessed be He, in His infinite wisdom, created us with one skin
that surrounds all the limbs and sinews of the body, to hint to
us that if we don't do certain Mi£woth which correspond to
specific parts of the body, it is not just those specific Mi£woth
that are missing, but rather, it affects the value of our entire
being.

(See ¡asdei Aboth, Pereq 4)
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Saying Mezonoth in Error over Bread
If when eating bread, which of course requires the Berakha of Hammo£i Le¥em Min Ha-are£, one mistakenly

recites the Berakha of Borei Mineh Mezonoth, he has fulfilled his obligation. This does not just apply to bread, but to
any food with the exception of salt and water. Apart from these exceptions, if you say the Berakha of Borei Mineh
Mezonoth on a food that requires a different Berakha, you have , Bedi'abad (after the fact), fulfilled your obligation.

This is because, according to the Torah, Mazon applies to all food, except for salt and water. Therefore, if one
were to say the Berakha of Mezonoth on water, he has not fulfilled his obligation and would have to say Barukh Shem
Kebod etc., and then say the correct Berakha, which in the case of water is Shehakkol, of course.

As we just mentioned, saying Mezonoth on a food that requires a different kind of Berakha, is Bedi'abad (not
the ideal way of performing the Mi£wah). Therefore, before reciting the Berakha, a person must know exactly which
Berakha he or she is supposed to say, so that when G-d's name is mentioned in the Berakha, he already knows
what the final portion of the Berakha is going to be.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath Balaq, Oth Geemal)

Anger: Eliminating it at All Costs
A person must be very careful to avoid anger altogether, at all times. Our Rabbis of Blessed Memory

told us, "Whoever gets angry, if he is a wise person, his wisdom leaves him...".

Rabbenu the Ari z”l, was stricter about anger than any other transgression, even if the anger was over a
Mi£wah (commandment) as happened with Moshe Rabbenu, 'a"h, who got angry for G-d's sake and,
nevertheless, forgot Halakha as a result.

He states that one who gets angry has no rectification for his sin till he tries with all his might to overcome this
trait and does not get angry at all.

(See Pesa¥im 66b. Wayyiqra 10:17. Kaf Ha¥ayyim 170, Oth 30)
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      Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h
How Can We Bring the Redemption Faster?
The prophet Mikha prophesied the following: According to the days of your coming out of the Land of Egypt I will
show him wonders. In other words, when Mashiya¥ comes, we will witness the same miracles and wonders as
the ones we experienced in Egypt.

However, our Rabbis of blessed memory tell us that in the future redemption that we are awaiting, we will
witness even greater wonders than those of the redemption from Egypt. Where then is the similarity between
the two redemptions?

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h, tells us in his work Ben Ish ¡ayil, that the similarity between the two
redemptions are in the reasons which brought about the Geulla. If we are able to study the reasons which made
the redemption from Egypt possible, we will have a key to open the gates to our future redemption.

The Ben Ish ¡ai quotes a statement of Ribbi El'azar Haqqappar. Ribbi El'azar said that the Jewish people in
Egypt held dearly onto four commandments - refraining from adultery, guarding their tongues from gossip
(Lashon Hara'), did not change their Hebrew names and kept the holy tongue.

(To be continued next week).
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